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Vapor-Phase Self-Assembled Monolayers for
Anti-Stiction Applications in MEMS

Yan Xin Zhuang, Ole Hansen, Thomas Knieling, Christian Wang, Pirmin Rombach, Walter Lang,
Wolfgang Benecke, Markus Kehlenbeck, and Jörn Koblitz

Abstract—We have investigated the anti-stiction performance
of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) that were grown in
vapor phase from six different organosilane precursors:
CF3(CF2)5(CH2)2SiCl3 (FOTS), CF3(CF2)5(CH2)2Si(OC2H5)3
(FOTES), CF3(CF2)5(CH2)2Si(CH3)Cl2 (FOMDS),
CF3(CF2)5(CH2)2Si(CH3)2Cl (FOMMS), CF3(CF2)7(CH2)2SiCl3
(FDTS), and CH3(CH2)17(CH2)2SiCl3 (OTS). The SAM
coatings that were grown on silicon substrates were characterized
with respect to static contact angle, surface energy, roughness,
nanoscale adhesive force, nanoscale friction force, and thermal
stability. The best overall anti-stiction performance was achieved
using FDTS as precursor for the SAM growth, but all coatings
show good potential for solving in-use stiction problems in
microelectromechanical systems devices. [2007-0062]

Index Terms—Adhesion, anti-stiction, friction, self-assembled
monolayer (SAM), thermal stability, vapor phase.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH miniaturization of microelectromechanical sys-
tems (MEMS) and nanoelectromechanical systems

(NEMS) devices, various surface forces such as capillary, hy-
drogen bonding, electrostatic, and van der Waals forces become
dominant over gravity and inertia. Stiction occurs when the
internal restoring forces of micro/nanostructures cannot over-
come the attractive interfacial forces. Stiction can occur either
during fabrication (release stiction) and/or in applications (in-
use stiction). Stiction is a serious problem during fabrication
and in applications of silicon microstructures since it will
significantly affect the reliability, long-term stability, efficiency,
and durability of the devices [1]–[4]. Release stiction occurs
in wet sacrificial layer removal processes, mainly due to cap-
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illary forces. Several techniques have been developed for the
elimination of release stiction problems, such as dry sacrificial
layer release etching [5] or special drying processes, such as
freeze sublimation [6] and supercritical CO2 drying [7]. How-
ever, in-use-stiction-related failure remains a major problem
and will be increasingly important with miniaturization toward
nanoscale structures. An efficient way to avoid or reduce in-
use stiction is to deposit a thin layer of low-surface-energy
material on the surfaces of the microstructures. Among various
surface coatings and modification techniques, self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs) that are grown from organosilanes are
promising candidates for anti-stiction coatings due to their good
bonding strength, low surface energy, low friction forces, and
good thermal stability. It is well known that the application
of hydrocarbon- or fluorocarbon-based SAMs can significantly
reduce stiction and adhesion in micro/nanostructures. Both
liquid-phase processes [8]–[14] and vapor-phase processes
[15]–[23] have been developed for depositing organosilane
SAM films on MEMS/NEMS devices.

Liquid-phase processes were the first processes that were
investigated for producing quality SAM films to reduce stiction
in microstructures. The most commonly used precursors are
chlorosilane based [8]–[14], such as octadecyltrichlorosilane
(OTS), 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorocdecyltrichlorosilane (FDTS),
and dichlorodimethylsilane (DDMS). Liquid-phase SAMs that
are grown in well-controlled conditions have shown good anti-
stiction properties. In liquid-phase SAM growth processes,
the release stiction problems are reduced or eliminated if
the microstructures are kept wetted during the full release
etching and SAM coating process. However, SAM coatings
that are grown in liquid phase have significant drawbacks,
such as complicated process control, the generation of large
amounts of contaminated effluents, insufficient stiction preven-
tion, and high production costs [14]. Vapor-phase processes
can eliminate some of the problems that are seen in liquid-
based processes [16], [20], [23], [24] and thereby attract strong
attention. In vapor-phase processes, the precursor chemistry is
easily controlled, efficient mass transport ensures coating of
high-aspect-ratio structures, and self-limiting surface reactions
lead to conformal monolayer coverage [24]. It has been shown
that the performance of SAM coatings that are grown in vapor
phase is comparable or superior to SAMs that are grown in
liquid phase [16], [23]. Moreover, vapor-phase processes have
better reproducibility and can be easily adapted to industrial
requirements. In vapor-phase SAM coating processes, the re-
lease stiction problems must be solved using special release
etching or drying techniques as previously mentioned. Until
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Fig. 1. Formation mechanism of SAM on the hydroxylized silicon substrate.

now, only FOTS, FDTS, and DDMS have been frequently used
as precursors in vapor-phase SAM processes [16], [20]–[23].
However, a wide variety of anti-stiction precursors are avail-
able. Some of them may show better performance such as
reduced HCl evolution without significant loss in thermal sta-
bility. Therefore, we decided to conduct a comparative study
of several alternative precursors for vapor-phase processes
and compare their performance to the performance of FDTS
and OTS.

Growth of SAM coatings from silanes proceeds through two
steps, as shown in Fig. 1. In the first step, the active head group
reacts with H2O vapor to form hydroxyle groups, which, in the
second step, anchor the chains of the molecules to hydroxyle
groups on the substrate surface. In the case of multifunctional
silanes also lateral bonds between the molecules can be formed
through reaction between the hydroxyle groups. The SAM
coating quality depends on the process parameters and the
nature of the precursors. In vapor-phase processes, the water
vapor concentration in the reaction chamber must be carefully
controlled. Otherwise, low-coverage SAM coatings can be
formed due to insufficient water content or a coating with many
aggregations because of excess water.

Chlorosilanes are very reactive and have been widely used
in anti-stiction SAM coatings. However, the coating process
will produce HCl as a byproduct, which might be very harmful
for some metallized devices. Therefore, triethoxysilane was
tested in this paper, even though it has lower reactivity than
chlorosilane. The number of functional groups is also an impor-
tant factor in determining SAM coating quality. Trifunctional
silanes are able to form a monolayer where the molecules are
linked together by strong Si–O–Si bonds [25]. This results
in high stability against external impact, particularly, against
thermal influence. Trichlorosilane is most reactive; thus, the
reaction time is expected to be comparatively low. However,
trichlorosilane has high tendency to polymerize in the presence
of too much water, and it will produce larger amounts of HCl
than monochlorosilane. Monochlorosilane is only able to form
covalent bonds, while dichlorosilane forms covalent bonds or
vertical polymerizations. The layers resulting from mono- or
dichlorosilanes are expected to be less tightly packed than the
methyl groups; the increased risk of vertical polymerization on
the other hand can increase the roughness of the films that were
grown from di- and, particularly, trichorosilanes. Finally, the

thermal stability is expected to be weaker for layers that were
grown from mono- or dichlorosilane than for layers that were
grown from trichlorosilane.

Therefore, we have investigated the application of six
reactive organosilanes to modify the surface properties and to
improve the surface hydrophobization of silicon substrates.
The six chemicals have two different surface terminal groups
(Trifluoromethyl −CF3 and Methyl −CH3), three different
spacer chains (−(CF2)7(CH2)2−, −(CF2)5(CH2)2−,
and −(CH2)17−), and four different surface active head
groups (Trichlorosilane −SiCl3, Methyldichlorosilane
−Si(CH3)Cl2, Dimethylchlorosilane −Si(CH3)2Cl, and
Triethoxysilane −Si(OC2H5)3), which react with the
pretreated surface to form a strong chemical bond. The
precursors that were used are CF3(CF2)7(CH2)2SiCl3 (FDTS),
CF3(CF2)5(CH2)2SiCl3 (FOTS), CF3(CF2)5(CH2)2Si(OC2H5)3
(FOTES), CF3(CF2)5(CH2)2Si(CH3)Cl2 (FOMDS),
CF3(CF2)5(CH2)2Si(CH3)2Cl (FOMMS), and
CH3(CH2)17SiCl3 (OTS). Among the six molecules, FOTS,
FOMDS, and FOMMS are different in the number of functional
groups on the active head group (−Cl here), FDTS and FOTS
have different lengths of the fluorocarbon spacer chain, and
FOTS and FOTES have different functional groups on the
trifunctional head group (−Cl for FOTS and −OC2H5 for
FOTES).

We expected that the effect of the surface terminal group,
chain length, chain type, and functionality and type of the active
head group of the precursors would show in the performance
of the resulting SAM coatings. The SAM coatings were de-
posited onto the silicon substrate in a vapor-phase process and
subsequently characterized by several techniques. The contact
angle, surface energy, roughness, water condensation figure,
nanoscale adhesive force, nanoscale friction force, and thermal
stability were measured and compared. Finally, the net perfor-
mance as an anti-stiction coating is discussed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The vapor-phase coating process has been carried out in
a vapor-phase coating setup that was described in detail in
[26], where process pressures down to 0.2 mbar and process
temperatures between 20 ◦C and 300 ◦C can be reached. Before
the actual coating process, a pretreatment step was applied
in order to terminate the monosilicon wafer surface with OH
groups. The pretreatment step comprises a treatment in an O2

plasma for 30 min in a Tepla barrel reactor at 100 W, a Piranha
clean (H2O2 :H2SO4, 1 : 1) at 100 ◦C for 15 min, followed by
a quick dump rinse in DI water, and a smooth nitrogen brush
drying at low temperature. After the pretreatment process,
the silicon wafer is terminated with OH groups and covered
with a thin water film, which is necessary during the SAM
reaction. Then, the 4′′ silicon wafer was loaded into the process
chamber together with Petri dishes containing precursors. After
heating and a reduction of the pressure to 0.2 mbar, the silane
precursor evaporates into the inner process chamber space and
creates a saturated atmosphere consisting of the coating mole-
cules, which react on the substrate and form a SAM coating.
Unfortunately, in the deposition setup that was used, the water
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amount cannot be precisely controlled and measured. However,
by carefully controlling the process and the time delay between
the pretreatment and silanization, high-quality SAM coatings
have been archived. Following the deposition, the coating was
characterized by water contact angle measurements, followed
by a detailed examination using an atomic force microscope
(AFM). Only coatings without aggregations were used in sub-
sequent nanoscale adhesive and friction force measurements,
and thermal stability tests.

The contact angle measurements were performed using a
contact angle meter DSA10 from Krüss GmbH that is equipped
with an automatic dispensing system for four liquids and a
frame grabber. Static contact angles were used to evaluate
the SAM coatings. The static contact angle values were taken
5 s after deposition of the droplets on the surface to allow
droplet relaxation. At least ten measurements were performed
for each droplet. The static contact angle values that were re-
ported are the average of measurements on at least ten droplets.
The surface energy of coatings was calculated from static
contact angles of water, diiodomethane, and ethylene glycol
according to the Owens–Wendt–Rabel–Kaelble method, as de-
scribed in [27].

The AFM images that were used for characterization were
taken in tapping mode using commercial silicon tips on a
commercial AFM system (NanoMan, Digital Instrument, Santa
Barbara, CA). The images were analyzed using the software
Nanoscope 6.12 (Digital Instrument, Santa Barbara, CA). The
average roughness Ra, root-mean-square roughness Rrms, and
maximum peak roughness Rmax were extracted from the im-
ages and used for characterization. All roughness data were
obtained from a 5 × 5 µm2 scanning area. AFM measurements
have been performed at different positions across the wafers
to observe if aggregations were present on the coatings and to
characterize the coating homogeneity.

In some cases, water condensation figures were also obtained
in order to study the coating homogeneity. For this purpose, the
sample to be studied was loaded into a transparent box together
with a droplet of water and cooled down using a Peltier element.
After cooling the sample, water condensates on the surface,
and the resulting condensation figures were recorded using a
charge-coupled device camera that is mounted on a microscope.

Nanoscale adhesion and friction force measurements were
carried out using a commercial AFM system (NanoMan, Digi-
tal Instrument, Santa Barbara, CA) that is operated under ambi-
ent conditions at 22 ◦C and 45%–55% relative humidity. Square
pyramidal Si3N4 tips with a nominal tip radius in the range of
20–60 nm that were mounted on gold-coated Si3N4 cantilevers
with a nominal spring constant of 0.32 N/m (Digital Instrument,
Santa Barbara, CA) were used in this paper. The adhesive force
measurements were carried out in the force calibration mode.
In this mode, a force distance curve is obtained by exciting
the piezotube in the Z-direction using a triangular excitation
waveform. This excitation waveform forces the cantilever tip to
move up and down in the Z-direction relative to the stationary
sample; the resulting cantilever deflection signal is simultane-
ously monitored using a photodiode. A typical force distance
curve, i.e., a plot of the cantilever deflection signal as a function
of the voltage that is applied to the piezotube and the resulting

Fig. 2. Typical force curve of an as-received Si wafer with native oxide using
a Si3N4 tip on a cantilever with the nominal spring constant K = 0.32 nN/nm.
The cantilever deflection difference ∆ZV(Silicon) = 7.58 V results from the
adhesive forces.

cantilever displacement Z, is shown in Fig. 2. Initially, when the
cantilever approaches the sample, the cantilever deflection is es-
sentially zero until the tip contacts the surface [Fig. 2 (label A)];
then, the cantilever deflection signal increases linearly with the
cantilever displacement. When the cantilever next is retracted
[Fig. 2 (label B)] from the surface, the cantilever deflection
signal decreases linearly with the cantilever displacement past
point A (Fig. 2) due to adhesive forces between tip and
sample until point C (Fig. 2), where the cantilever spring
force exceeds the adhesive forces and the cantilever snaps
off from the sample. As a result, the force distance curve
shows hysteresis, which is characterized by the deflection signal
difference ∆ZV between points A and C, corresponding to the
deflection difference ∆Z. The nanoscale adhesive force Fadh

can then be calculated from the force–distance curve using the
spring constant K of the AFM cantilever (K = 0.32 nN/nm
in this paper) and a calibration constant CVm for the AFM
instrument, i.e.,

Fadh = K × ∆Z = K × ∆ZV × CVm. (1)

The calibration constant is used to convert the original
voltage output ∆ZV of the AFM to the metric cantilever
deflection ∆Z. The calibration constant was obtained from the
force–distance curve of the same AFM tip on natural diamond.
Since diamond is a very hard material, no deformation takes
place when the tip is pushed against the surface. Thus, the
cantilever deflection equals the piezotube displacement. The
calibration constant is different for each AFM tip. In this paper,
the nominal spring constant of the AFM cantilever is used.
Since the spring constant may vary from one AFM cantilever
to another, all the data in Fig. 6 were obtained using the same
AFM cantilever, whose CVm was determined as 60 ± 8 nm/V.
The calibration was done before and after the data in Fig. 6 were
obtained with essentially identical results. This is important
since during force calibration and adhesive force measure-
ments, the tip shape and the contact area between the tip and
the surface might change due to tip wear or contamination;
therefore, the force curve on the same surface was measured
regularly to see if tip wear/contamination effects appeared. If tip
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TABLE I
WATER CONTACT ANGLES, SURFACE ENERGY, AND ROUGHNESS OF SAM COATINGS ON SILICON

wear/contamination appeared in the measurements, the AFM
cantilever was replaced. For each sample, the adhesive forces
were measured in more than 20 different locations.

The AFM friction measurements were done in lateral force
microscopy mode. All scans were performed in a direction that
is perpendicular to the long axis of the cantilever beam with
a tip velocity of 2.01 µm/s and a scan length of 1 µm. The
normal load was changed at the end of each scan by adjusting
the set point value. For a given load, the friction signals for
both forward and backward scans were recorded. The average
friction signal was taken as half the difference between the
forward and backward friction signals. The friction signal can
be calibrated to real friction force using a friction calibration
constant for each tip. However, the calibration was not done in
this paper. The relative friction coefficient was determined by
measuring the friction signal as a function of AFM set points,
as described in the inset of Fig. 8. For each sample, the friction
forces were measured at at least three different locations. For
easy comparison, all data that are presented in one plot were
obtained with the same AFM tip. A detailed explanation of
friction measurement can be found in [28].

The thermal stability of SAM coatings was monitored by
water static contact angle measurements. The samples were
annealed in air (ordinary room ambient with a relative humidity
of 40% at 20 ◦C) on a hot plate at a predefined temperature
for 2 min and then removed from the hot plate to a bulk
aluminum plate and allowed to cool down to room temper-
ature. The static water contact angle was then measured at
room temperature. Afterward, the same sample was reheated
at the next given temperature for 2 min and measured again.
The accuracy of this approach was evaluated by measur-
ing the transient and steady-state temperatures of a silicon
wafer with embedded thermocouple (Sensarray Corporation,
Santa Clara, CA) when this was placed on the hot plate to
mimic the thermal treatment of the samples. This was done
at all temperature settings that were used in the experiment.
The thermometer wafer reached the steady-state temperature
within 5 ◦C in less than 0.5 min. The experiments were re-
peated, with the thermometer wafer placed on top of a silicon
sample with essentially identical results. Now, the thermometer
actually measures some average cross-sectional temperature
of the wafer; however, since the thermal time constant of the
wafer is very short, i.e., τ ≈ (π/2)2(h2/Dth) < 8 ms, this
represents the surface temperature well on the time scale that
is relevant in these experiments. Here, h is the wafer thickness,

and Dth ≈ 0.8 cm2/s is the thermal diffusivity of silicon.
Note also that the high thermal conductivity of silicon κ ≈
150 W/(mK) eliminates the possibility of substantial static
thermal gradients in the silicon wafer. From the preceding dis-
cussion, we conclude that the temperatures that were reported
in the thermal degradation experiments represent the actual
surface temperature within less than 5 ◦C, and the effective time
at high temperature is roughly the hot plate time (2 min) within
less than 0.5 min.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

FDTS, FOTS, FOMDS, FOMMS, FOTES, and OTS were
successfully used as source materials for the deposition of SAM
coatings on 4′′ monosilicon (100) wafers using a vapor-phase
process [26]. The static water contact angle θst, surface energy
γsv, root-mean-square roughness Rrms, and average roughness
Ra of SAM coatings without aggregations are listed in Table I.
It appears that, under good deposition conditions, FDTS, FOTS,
FOMDS, and FOMMS have a very high water static contact
angle (> 110◦), while OTS has a significantly lower contact
angle of 100◦ due to its hydrocarbon backbone. This is not a
surprise since it is already well known that fluorocarbon-based
coatings have better anti-stiction properties than hydrocarbon-
based coatings [10], [14], [29]. However, fluorocarbon-based
coatings are also expected to have larger friction force than
hydrocarbon-based coatings [30] due to the helical backbone
structure of fluorocarbon chain and, thereby, larger stiffness
[31], [32]. A coating grown from OTS has a larger surface
energy compared to fluorocarbon-based SAM coatings due to a
much larger dispersive component of its surface energy. FOTES
is an ethoxysilane-based precursor, whose reactivity is much
lower than that of chlorosilane. Therefore, in the deposition
setup that was used for the experiments in this paper, it is very
difficult to control the FOTES deposition process. The SAM
coatings that were grown from FOTES thus might have lower
coverage and packing density, which leads to its lower contact
angle. Fig. 3 shows AFM images of the native monosilicon
substrate and the six different SAM coated silicon substrates
under the optimized deposition process parameters. All the
AFM images were taken from the center of the wafers. There
are no or only a few aggregations formed on those SAM
coatings, as observed in AFM. However, wafers with many
aggregations were also produced with other less appropriate
process parameters where too much water was introduced into
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Fig. 3. AFM images for native monosilicon and various SAM-coated surfaces. There are little or no aggregations on the coatings. Note that all AFM images are
shown with identical height scales in the range of 0–5 nm and scanning areas of 5 × 5 µm.

Fig. 4. Optical microphotograph of water condensation figures for SAM coatings grown from FOTS, FOTES, FOMDS, and FOMMS, respectively.

the reaction chamber during the deposition process. All the
SAM coatings have slightly lower roughness than the native
monosilicon substrate.

The homogeneity of the coatings was examined by water
condensation figures and AFM scans on the central line that
is parallel to the primary flat of wafers. Fig. 4 shows water
condensation figures of SAM coatings that were grown from
FOTS, FOMDS, FOMMS, and FOTES, respectively. It is ob-
served that the water microdroplets are homogeneously distrib-
uted on FOTS and FOMDS, while clear patterns are seen on
FOTES. This indicates that the coatings that were grown from
FOTS and FOMDS have good homogeneity, while coatings that
were grown from FOMMS and FOTES are significantly less
homogeneous. We have also observed that it is very hard to get
a good-quality FOTES SAM coating with the deposition setup
that was used. Fig. 5 shows the rms roughness of FDTS, FOTS,
FOMDS, FOMMS, and OTS SAM coatings on the central line
that is parallel to the primary flat of wafer. The variation in

Fig. 5. RMS roughness along the central line that is parallel to the primary
flat of the wafer, showing good homogeneity of the SAM coatings.

roughness across the wafer is seen to be very small in most
cases; the FOMMS coating has a significant variation in the
roughness, but still the roughness is small.
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Fig. 6. Nanoscale adhesive forces of six SAM coatings and of bare silicon.

Fig. 7. Nanoscale adhesive forces as a function of the total surface energy
for several MEMS materials and a FOTS SAM coating. The inset shows the
correlation between adhesive forces and the cosine of the water contact angle.

Fig. 6 shows nanoscale adhesive forces between a Si3N4

AFM tip and the six different SAM coatings. The nanoscale
adhesive force between the Si3N4 AFM tip and an as-received
Si wafer is also given in Fig. 6. We observe that the nanoscale
adhesive force of any of the SAM coatings is much smaller
than that of the silicon wafer with native oxide; thus, the
SAM coatings can significantly reduce stiction problems in
Si microstructures. Among the SAM coatings, the adhesive
force increases in the order of FDTS < FOTS < FOMDS <
FOMMS < OTS < FOTES. In order to compare the adhesive
force of SAM coating to other commonly used MEMS mate-
rials, the contact angle, surface energy, and adhesive force of
as-received silicon, SU-8, polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA),
a fluorocarbon film that was deposited by the passivation
process in deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), and silicon after
a buffered hydrofluoric acid (bHF) dip have been determined
and plotted in Fig. 7 together with the data for a FOTS SAM
coating. Please note that the AFM tip and the silicon that
was used in Fig. 7 are different from those used in Fig. 6,
which might explain why the measured adhesive force of
silicon differs in these two figures. In Fig. 7, we see that the
adhesive forces of SU-8 and PMMA are three to four times
smaller than that of an as-received silicon wafer, indicating that
SU-8 and PMMA have a lower tendency to stick. A bHF dip can
dramatically reduce the adhesive forces of a silicon wafer since
it produces an H-terminated surface. Fluorocarbon film that is

Fig. 8. Relative friction coefficient of SAM coatings and fresh bHF-dipped
silicon. The inset shows the experimental determination of the relative friction
coefficient from experimental data.

Fig. 9. Static water contact angle of six SAM coatings as a function of
annealing temperature. The annealing time was 2 min at each temperature.

deposited in a DRIE tool has even smaller adhesive forces,
while a FOTS coating has the smallest adhesive force and,
thereby, an even better anti-stiction ability. Apparently, there
is a correlation between surface energy and adhesive force, i.e.,
the materials with higher surface energies have higher adhesive
forces.

In the AFM adhesion measurements, the contact between the
tip and a flat sample surface is just like a sphere in contact with
a flat surface [33], where the attractive Laplace force that is
caused by water capillary is

FL = 2πRγlv(cos θ1 + cos θ2) (2)

where R is the radius of the sphere, γlv is the surface tension
of the liquid against air, and θ1 and θ2 are the contact angles
between liquid and flat and spherical surfaces, respectively. In
the AFM adhesive tests, the same AFM tip is used; thus, θ2

can be assumed to be constant, while θ1 is the water contact
angle of materials in question. It follows that the attractive
water capillary force FL is proportional to cos θ1. If the other
interfacial forces, such as van der Waals forces, are very small
compared to the capillary force, the adhesive force can be
approximated by FL; thus, the adhesive force is approximately
proportional to cos θ1. The inset in Fig. 7 shows the nanoscale
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TABLE II
CONTACT ANGLE, ADHESION FORCE, FRICTION COEFFICIENT, AND THERMAL STABILITY OF THE SIX SAM COATINGS

RANKED ACCORDING TO PERFORMANCE. THE FIRST PERFORMANCE MEANS HIGHEST CONTACT ANGLE,
LOWEST ADHESION FORCE, LOWEST FRICTION COEFFICIENT, AND HIGHEST THERMAL STABILITY

adhesive force as a function of cos θ1, verifying a strong
correlation.

Fig. 8 shows the relative friction coefficient of the var-
ious materials that were investigated. The friction coeffi-
cient of fresh bHF dipped silicon is also shown in Fig. 8
as a reference. The inset in Fig. 8 shows the experimen-
tal determination of the friction coefficient from experimen-
tal data. It appears that the friction coefficient increases in
the order of OTS < FDTS < FOTS < FOMMS < FOMDS <
FOTES < SibHF. Bhushan and Liu suggested a molecular
spring model for SAM coatings [33], where it is assumed that
an AFM tip sliding on the surface of SAMs is similar to a tip
sliding on the top of molecular springs or a molecular brush.
The molecular spring assembly has compliant features and can
experience change in orientation and compression under nor-
mal load. The orientation of the “molecular springs or brush”
under normal load reduces the shearing force at the interface,
which in turn reduces the friction force. The possibility of
orientation is determined by the spring constant of a single
molecule, as well as the interaction between the neighboring
molecules, which is reflected by the packing density or packing
energy. According to this model, SAM coatings have smaller
friction forces compared to silicon substrates. The different
friction forces of various SAM coatings can be explained by
different single-molecule spring constants and different cov-
erages of the coatings (or packing density). The backbone in
OTS has a zigzag configuration, while that in the fluorinated
molecules have a helical backbone. The fluorinated molecules
present a larger lateral resistance to the sliding than OTS
and thereby have larger friction force and friction coefficient
[31]. The five fluorinated SAM coatings may have different
coverage/packing densities due to different steric hindrances.
Thus, the five fluorinated SAM coatings have different friction
forces, even though they have the same or similar backbone
configuration.

Fig. 9 shows the static water contact angle of the SAM
coatings that were grown from FDTS, FOTS, OTS, FOMMS,
FOMDS, and FOTES as a function of annealing temperature.
The annealing time at each temperature was 2 min. The SAM
coating that was grown from FDTS has the best thermal stabil-
ity among the six SAM coatings; its contact angle remains unaf-
fected by annealing in air at temperatures below approximately
405 ◦C. SAM coatings that were grown from OTS have the
poorest thermal stability due to the hydrocarbon backbone; the
water contact angle is only stable up to 175 ◦C. These results are
in agreement with the earlier data that were reported for liquid-

based FDTS [10], [34] and OTS [10], [12], [23], [34], where
the liquid-based FDTS coating was found to survive in air up
to 400 ◦C, while the OTS coatings begin to gradually degrade
at about 200 ◦C. The degradation temperature is dependent on
the coating quality since aggregations on the SAM coatings
significantly reduce their thermal stability [35].

Maboudian et al. have reported on the thermal degradation
behavior in vacuum of OTS [36] and FDTS [37] on oxidized
surfaces. They found that OTS coatings are stable in vacuum
up to 467 ◦C and then begin to decompose through C–C bond
cleavage, while FDTS loses the fluorinated groups during an-
nealing by the loss of the entire molecular chain. It has also been
reported that the OTS has better thermal stability in N2 than in
air, while a N2 ambient does not improve the thermal stability
of FDTS [10] compared to the stability in air. This indicated
that FDTS degrades through the loss of the entire molecular
chains. In this paper, the thermal stability heat treatment has
been performed in air, followed by a measurement of water
contact angle on the coating surface. The presence of O2 and
water significantly decreases the thermal stability of OTS. The
slight difference in thermal stability of the five fluorinated
SAM coatings might be caused mainly by different initial
coverages.

For easy comparison of the six SAM coatings, their water
contact angle, nanoscale adhesive force, friction force, and
thermal stability are summarized in Table II. For anti-stiction
application, the coating should have high water contact an-
gle, low adhesion force, low friction force, and high ther-
mal stability. FDTS has the best performance with respect to
contact angle, adhesion force, and thermal stability, followed
by FOTS. However, both of the two coatings are formed by
trichlorosilane, which produce 3HCl molecules per precur-
sor molecule. For some sensitive devices where HCl could
be a problem, FOMDS, FOMMS, or even FOTES can be
used due to their quite good anti-stiction performance. OTS
could be a good choice for devices demanding low friction
force, reasonable anti-stiction capability, and moderate thermal
stability.

IV. CONCLUSION

Six different organosilanes were used as precursors for
vapor-phase growth of anti-stiction SAM coatings on silicon
substrates. The contact angle, surface energy, homogeneity,
roughness, nanoscale adhesive force, nanoscale friction force,
and thermal stability were investigated using a contact angle
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meter and AFM. The results verify good anti-stiction proper-
ties, such as high contact angle and low adhesive force for
all the SAM coatings. Among the six SAM coatings, FDTS,
FOMDS, and FOTS have the best anti-stiction properties when
considering hydrophobization of the surface, adhesive, and
friction forces, homogeneity, and thermal stability. FOMMS
and FOTES are good anti-stiction precursors for applications in
devices that are sensitive to HCl. OTS is useful for applications
demanding low friction force.
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